
 Name __________________________    Date _____________________ 

An adjective describes a noun. Sometimes, 

an adjective comes AFTER the noun. 

I had an amazing vacation. My twin sister, her best friend, and I wanted 

to explore outer space. So, we took o% in a purple rocket headed for the 

red planet of Mars. A strange Martian flew past us because his spaceship 

was faster than ours.  

We had a soft landing on Mars. My brother was excited as he climbed 

down the three steps to the pink surface of Mars. We thought it would be 

a hard surface, but the surface was bouncy. We did high bounces on the 

spongy surface. A friendly Martian took a great picture of us with huge 

smiles across our happy faces.  

When our tired eyes started closing, we knew it was time to end this 

exciting trip. We went back to the special rocket, closed the heavy, metal 

door, and waved good-bye to our new Martian friend.  

Find and circle 25 adjectives in the story. There more than 30 adjectives in all. 
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